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Charmonia as QGP signature and statistical hadronization
T. Matsui and H. Satz (PLB178 (1986) 416) predict J/ suppression in QGP due
to Debye screening
significant suppression seen in central PbPb at top SPS energy (NA50)
in line with QGP expectations
but: at hadronization of QGP J/ can form again from deconfined quarks
in particular, if number of cc pairs is large (colliders)  NJ/  Ncc2
(P. BraunMunzinger and J. Stachel, work started at INT Seattle in 2000,
Phys. Lett. B490 (2000) 196, nuclex/0007059)

statistical hadronization, charmed hadrons can equilibrate chemically
similar to production of multistrange baryons
(BraunMunzinger, Stachel, Wetterich, nuclth/0311005, Phys. Lett. B596 (2004) 61)

typical reaction: DDbar + ⇒ J/

expect J/suppression at low beam energy (SPS) and
enhancement at high energy (LHC)
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what happens at higher beam energy when more and more
charmanticharm quark pairs are produced?

low energy: few cquarks per collision → suppression of J/
high energy: many “
“
→ enhancement “
unambiguous signature for QGP!
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Formation of charmonia by transport
Independently and only slightly later: R.L. Thews, M. Schroedter, J. Rafelski, Phys. Rev.
C63 (2001) 054905, hepph/0007323

suppression of initially formed J/psi : collisional dissociation via interactions
with free thermal gluons
reformation via inverse mechanism: free quark and antiquark are captured into
J/psi and emission of a color octet gluon
 competition of these 2 reactions integrated over QGP lifetime determines final
J/psi population
numerical solution of kinetic rate equation:
 reactivity  is reaction rate < vrel> averaged over momentum distributions of
initial participants, the charm quarks or the J/psi and gluon
 longitudinal isentropic expansion from 0 (= 0.5 fm/c) and T0 = 300500 MeV
 gluons thermal distributions and number densities
 charm quark momentum distribution either initial hard or thermal corresponding
to y = 1  4
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Transport continued
dissociation cross section from OPE (assuming spatial size small compared to
1/QCD and spectrum close to that in nonrel Coulomb potential

same cross section and detailed balance for back reaction
pQCD charm cross section and 1% initially to J/psi times factor 0.6 nuclear
suppression
obtain enhancement factor 1.2 – 5.5 for RHIC
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Statistical hadronization of charm quarks

start with assumption:
no charmonia in QGP, not formed or 'complete melting'
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Quarkonia Production through Statistical Hadronization
Assume: all charm quarks are produced in initial hard scattering
number not changed in QGP
Hadronization at Tc following grand canonical statistical model
used for hadrons with light valence quarks (fugacity to fix
number of charm quarks, canonical correction factors at low
beam energies)
P. BraunMunzinger, J. Stachel, Phys. Lett. B490 (2000) 196 and Nucl. Phys. A690 (2001) 119
A. Andronic, P. BraunMunzinger, K. Redlich, J. Stachel, Nucl. Phys. A715 (2003) 529c and
Phys. Lett. B571 (2003) 36, Nucl. Phys. A789 (2007) 334, Phys. Lett. B652 (2007) 659, and Phys.
Lett. B659 (2008) 149
Cross check of same method by:M. Gorenstein et al., Phys. Lett. B509 (2001)277, ib. 524 (2002)
265; A. Kostyuk et al., Phys. Lett. B531 (2001) 225 and Phys. Rev. C68 (2003) 041902; E.
Bratkovskaya et al., PRC 69, 054903 (2004)
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does charm quark annihilation in QGP play a role?
study
and cooling QGP

in expanding

cross section via detailed balance
from calculations of
by Glück, Owens, Reya, PRD 17
(1978) 2324
order of 0.1 mb
annihilation rate/volume:
integrate over T evolution until Tc
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pQCD values
annihilation appears irrelevant
even if cross section would be
factor 10 bigger

does charm quark recombination in QGP play a role?
study
and cooling QGP

in expanding

cross section via detailed balance
from calculations of
by Glück, Owens, Reya, PRD 17
(1978) 2324
order of 0.1 mb
annihilation rate/volume:
integrate over T evolution until Tc
relevant for 'regeneration'
in the
plasma
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pQCD values
this implies that certainly more ex
clusive process
has also very small cross section

starting point: the statistical model – grand canonical
partition function:
particle densities:
for every conserved quantum number there is a chemical potential:
but can use conservation laws to constrain

Fit at each energy
provides values for
T and  b
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extension of statistical model to include charmed hadrons
assume: all charm quarks are produced in initial hard scattering; number not changed in QGP
hadronization at Tc following grand canonical statistical model used for hadrons with light
valence quarks
number of charm quarks fixed by a charmbalance equation containing fugacity g c

and for

canonical:

obtain:

and

and same for all other
charmed hadrons

additional input parameters:
Volume fixed by dNch/d


from pQCD as long as precision data are lacking
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a first try at the total ccbar cross section in pp collisions
JHEP 1207 (2012) 191

good agreement between ALICE,
ATLAS and LHCb
large syst. error due to extrapola
tion to low pt, need to push
measurements in that direction
data factor 2 ± 0.5 above central
value of FONLL but well within
uncertainty
beam energy dependence
follows well FONLL
soon more accurate 4pi
extrapolation at 7 TeV
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comparison of model predictions to RHIC data:
RAA: J/ yield in AuAu / J/ yield in pp times Ncoll

good agreement, no free
parameters

data: PHENIX nuclex/0611020
additional 14% syst error beyond shown
model: A. Andronic, P. BraunMunzinger, K. Redlich,
J. Stachel Phys. Lett. B652 (2007) 259
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remark: ydep opposite in
'normal Debye screening'
picture; suppression
strongest at midrapidity
(largest density of color
charges)

RHIC: shadowing leads to slight modification in shape

assume PHENIX pA data reflect shadowing
need accurate charm cross section for AuAu!
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Predictions for LHC energies

open charm is natural and essential
normalization
precision measureent needed

midy LHC 2.76 TeV including
shadowing
forwardy LHC 2.76 TeV including
shadowing

A. Andronic, P. BraunMunzinger, K. Redlich, J. Stachel Phys. Lett. B652 (2007) 259
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LHC data from pt=0: J/psi and Statistical Hadronization
 Statistical hadronization model: Andronic, BraunMunzinger, Redlich, J.S.

0.25 mb

0.3 mb
0.15 mb

production in PbPb collisions at LHC consistent with deconfinement and subsequent
statistical hadronization within present uncertainties
main uncertainties for models: open charm cross section, shadowing in Pb (for pPb
measurement see talk I. Lakomov tomorrow)
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Formation of charmonia by transport
2 groups with a series of papers:
R. Rapp and collaborators
Grandchamp, Rapp, PLB 523 (2001) 60, Zhao and Rapp, PLB 664 (2008) 253, Zhao and Rapp,
PRC 82 (2010) 064905, Zhao and Rapp, NPA 859 (2011) 114

P. Zhuang and collaborators
Zhu, Zhuang, Xu arXiv:nuclth/04111093, Liu, Qu, Xu, Zhuang, PLB678 (2009) 72, Liu, Xu,
Zhuang, arXiv:1210.7449 [nuclth]

 initial formation of charmonia
 both combine dissociation/recombination in QGP via kinetic rate equations and
statistical hadronization of remaining free charm quarks at phase boundary
following statistical model
 in both, number of charm quarks conserved, introduction of fugacity as we use it
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J/psi and transport models (and stat hadronization)

Rapp et al.
Zhuang et al.

in transport models (Rapp et al. & P.Zhuang, N.Xu et al.) J/psi generated both in QGP and
at hadronization
transport models also in line with RAA
part of J/psi from direct hard production, part dynamically generated in QG
what I do not understand: how can error band be narrower than ours? Error open charm ...
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also in comover model there is a regeneration term...
E.G. Ferreiro 1210.3209[hepph]
assume cross section to be equal for dissociation and recombination
again rate quadratic in number of ccbar; at LHC recombination important: factor 25 increase
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pt and rapidity dependence of J/psi at LhC
most J/psi at low pt, suppression at large pt
consistent with expectation: stat
hadronization for thermalized charm quarks,
high pt c are not thermalized

most J/psi at midrapidity, consistent with
expectation for stat hadronization this is where
charm cross section peaks
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Softening of J/psi pt distributions for central PbPb coll.

At LHC for central collisions softening relative to peripheral collisions and relative to pp
(opposite trend to RHIC)  consistent with formation of J/psi from thermalized cquarks
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Common predictions by statistical hadronization model
and transport calculations
enhancement significant at low pt (thermalized charm quarks needed)
enhancement in that region proportional to Nc2
common main uncertainty: open charm cross section
elliptic flow of charmonia (albeit bigger in stat. hadr.)
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How to distinguish statistical hadronization and
formation via transport in QGP

excited state population should follow thermal population (Boltzmann
factors) for statistical hadronization, for transport: reduction due to less
binding
needs precision measurements
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Statistical Hadronization Model Predictions for psi'

pp and pA data factor 3 above
statistical hadronzation value

only result for AA at SPS
energy; very close agreement

A. Andronic, F. Beutler, P. BraunMunzinger, K. Redlich,
J. Stachel Phys. Lett. B678 (2009) 350
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data at higher energies will be
crucial test

formation of charmonia from deconfined quarks:
psi' is crucial cornerstone

Rapp

for statistical hadronization need to see suppression by
Boltzmann factor

expected ALICE performance
muon arm
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in fact: here one can
distinguish between the
transport models that
form charmonia already
in QGP and statistical
hadronization at phase
boundary!

Situation even more dramatic for Pstates

pA and A data on average factor
7 avove statistical model prediction
Transport model (Rapp)

A. Andronic, F. Beutler, P. BraunMunzinger, K. Redlich,
J. Stachel Phys. Lett. B678 (2009) 350
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How to distinguish statistical hadronization and
formation via transport in QGP

in the first case, spectra and flow need to follow values built up at phase
transition (could use precise measurement for )
for significant formation of charmonia in QGP: flow should be (much)
smaller
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Transverse momentum distributions
PHENIX data:
not yet very conclusive

fit with expanding source:
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Flow of quarkonia at LHC?

pt spectra with flow are very
different for charmonia from
those measured in pp_bar at
Fermilab
should be possible to
discriminate at LHC
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backup
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Start with Assumption:
no Charmonia in QGP, Complete Melting
justified e.g. by work of A. Mocsy and P. Petreczky,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 99 (2007) 211602
predicted quarkonium dissociation temperatures compared to estimated initial
temperatures at different accelerators:

J/ does not survive above Tc
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Evolution of parameters with energy and centrality:
all given by
charm fugacity: not a free parameter
given by the number of produced ccbar
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canonical suppression factor: important
at SPS, at LHC grand canonical good

centrality dependence: take into account the corona effect
– important for more peripheral collisions
relevance pointed out by
K. Werner hepph/0603064
fraction of nucleons in corona

Nuclear density distribution:
“core” up to RA + Xc ”corona” outside

Npart(b) =Ncore(b) + Ncorona(b)
Collisions in corona region treated as in pp, core: medium, e.g. QGP
dNch/d/Npart(b) = dNch/d/Ncore(b)+ dNchpp/d/Ncorona(b)
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open charm pQCD cross section at RHIC and LHC
energies
FONLL M. Cacciari et al., PRL 95 (2005) 122001hepph/0502203

measured values for RHIC energy:
PHENIX somewhat larger than center value pQCD predictions but well within
band; STAR above
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Rapidity Dependence of J/psi RAA
for statistical hadronization J/ yield
proportional to Nc2
higher yield at midrapidity predicted
in line with observation

comparison to shadowing calculations:
 at midrapidity suppression could be
explained by shadowing only
 at forward rapidity there seems to be
additional suppression
 need to measure shadowing
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pt dependence of RAA

relative yield larger at low pt in nuclear
collisions
good agreement with CMS at high pt
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J/psi rapidity distribution in pPb compared to pp
ALICE forward/backward arXiv:1308.6726
good agreement with LHCb arXiv:1308.6729

ALICE midy

good agreement with EPS09 shadowing wo absorption (Ferreiro)
also consistent w energy loss models wo shadowing (Arleo)
CGC calculation disfavored (Fuji)
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hard probes 2013

J/psi vs pt in PbPb collisions relative to pPb collisions

at low pt yield in nuclear collisions above pPb collisions
J/psi production enhanced in nuclear collisions over mere shadowing effect
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Elliptic Flow of J/psi vs pt
arXiv:1303.5880

expect buildup with pt as

observed for , p. K, …
andvanishing signal for high
pt region where J/ not from
hadronization of thermalized
quarks
observed
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